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Small, n=me, data
The data we generate implicitly and explicitly across a myriad of systems,
activities and encounters:
from mobile, cable TV, purchases, browsing, apps, entertainment, games, email,
posts, texts and tweets....
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The role of mHealth and small data
transform previously unmeasured behaviors and practices into personalized,
evidence-based, and evidence-producing care

behaviors, activities,
symptoms, side-effects,
outcome measures,
exposures

activity, location,
communication, sleep,
app usage, purchases;
self-reports/EMAs
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visualize, summarize,
highlight; inform,
advise, persuade

store, analyze,
classify, fuse, mashup,
filter, aggregate data

Rich communication and activity data: The Ginger.io Platform

Confidential & proprietary. All content © Ginger.io, Inc.

Beyond mobile...
Leveraging digital traces from diverse consumer services
Your rows of their matrices…
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Example: communication language patterns as small data
entropy, iqv,
vocabulary
variance, etc.

The goal is to transform text …into a “bag of words” model (a
communication…
categorical distribution)…
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Since we have a progression of …we can examine how the
emails over time…
resulting distributions
change…
F. Alquaddoomi

…on which descriptive statistics
can be computed.

…and plot the statistics for each
time frame, resulting in a time
series which can then be
correlated against other time
series.

Example: consumer transaction patterns as small data
fast food, processed
food, carb + carbon
count…

The goal is to transform
purchasing patterns…

…into a consumption model (a
categorical distribution of
restaurant, fast food, drug store,
etc. purchases)…
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Since we have a progression of …we can examine how the
spending patterns over time… resulting distributions
change…

…on which descriptive statistics
can be computed.

…and plot the statistics for each
time frame, resulting in a time
series which can then be
correlated against other time
series.

Aspiration: small data meets behavioral science
• Create a new body of small-data techniques to fuel applications that
measure, motivate, and provide opportunities for people to improve their
individual and family lives.
• Study and support behavior change by helping individuals with information
recall and processing challenges that interfere with significant and
sustained change (recency, saliency, recall, delayed discounting).
‣Martha in her self-care (weight management, daily back stretches, yoga

with meditation) to help her reduce dependence on pain meds
‣The Smiths in their family food choices
‣Sean in his media consumption and sleep habits

• Make small data available, accessible, and actionable for individuals
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Example: personalized advice and feedback on weekly grocery
shopping to promote healthier home food environment

A. Baum

Example: Pulse

L. Gunasekara

Open mhealth (openmhealth.org)
no one data stream tells the story...
its about modularity, integration, fusion, and sense-making
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ohmage open source platform
Web-based Data Visualization and Analysis

ohmage Web Project Authoring
FrontEnd

Survey
Gathering

Customized Tools

ohmage
Explore Data

Interactive
Dashboards

LifeStreams

Passive Data
Visualization

ohmage Backend
(web APIs for access-controlled data storage, management, and visualization)

ohmage

ohmage MWF

Trialist

Self-report Data Collection Apps

Mobility

AudioSens

Passive Data Collection Apps

Mobile Data Collection Apps

SystemSens

Modular tools to identify, iterate, share
building blocks for behavioral biomarkers, sensemaking

(Lifestreams, Hsieh et al, Sensys 2013)
Hsieh, Tangmunarunkit, Ramanathan, et al

The TMI Challenges of small data
Transparency:

Make data available to service subscribers (personal data APIs)

Selective Sharing: Individual as nexus of control over data use and sharing.
Sense-Making:

Develop algorithms and methods to make small data
actionable and sharable
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